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EDITORIAL
Welcome to spring. The cold winter days are slowing ebbing away, the gale force
August winds have blown us all away, and the flowers are beginning to make their
appearance.
Last month we held our AGM and the face of the committee has changed somewhat.
Thank you all those who are willing to stand up and do their bit for the club.
This month we are having motorcycle day at bonnets up. This is usually one of our
big attendance days with much participation from outside clubs. We usually
welcome non themed vehicles into the front yard, but this month is an exception.
Please can the front yard be reserved exclusively for motorcycles?
August this year is about the centenary of the outbreak of World War I. Those with
DSTV will have been thoroughly educated on the subject by now. In the spirit, I have
written an article on WWI and its impact on the transport industry. I have also
focused my marque article on Gräf und Stift. It will be quite clear why when you read
the article.
The change in committee has already made for a change in the newsletter. I will be
getting significant contributions from the motorcycle front with regular news from the
100 riders club activities. The 100 club has become more and more involved with us
over the past year with more and more of their members joining us. This is going a
long way to swelling the ranks of motorcyclists in the club.
We are also going to have a double header in events this month with a breakfast run
and a Sunday lunch at month end.
My page enders this month are some of the medicinal remedies from the good old
days. Yikes!
I look forward to seeing you all at bonnets up for a bumper day with the motorcyclists
Gillian
Short items of interest are always wanted for inclusion in our newsletter (max
between one half and two pages) Contact Gillian at gillian2@telkomsa.net

ON THE COVER
A 1930 Ford Model A which took part in the Jock Leyden Memorial Run during
August.

INDEMNIFICATION
Members, guests, visitors and any other persons’ attention is drawn to
Indemnity requirements in the VSCC Constitution and posted in the VSCC
Clubhouse bar and main hall.
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MEMBERSHIP
Subscriptions 2013/2014 Club Year (based on Membership type & due 1 July).
Full Member
Full member plus spouse/partner
Country Member
Country Member plus spouse/partner
Associate Member*
Associate Member plus spouse/partner

R230 including SAVVA fee
R290 including SAVVA fees
R210 including SAVVA fee
R260 including SAVVA fees
R125 excluding SAVVA fee
R170 excluding SAVVA fees

* Applicable to members of another club and awarded at the committee’s discretion.
New applications for Membership include an indemnity that is valid for Life.
Life Member (Principal) Newsletter postage *
Life Member (Principal) Newsletter e-mail *
Life Member (Principal and Associate – Spouse/Partner) *
Honorary and Honorary Life Membership *

R65 + R20 SAVVA fees
R20 SAVVA fees
R90 + R20 SAVVA fees
Free.

* Awarded at Committee discretion.
There is a once off entrance fee of R100 on application for membership.
A charge of R120 will be levied for posted newsletters.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
Banking Details: Account name – Vintage Sports Car Club: Bank – Nedbank:
Branch - Hayfields: Branch Number – 13 40 25: Account number – 13 40 505 339:
Always include member’s name on the deposit slip.
REGALIA: The club has caps, of the “one size fits all” type, embroidered with the VSCC
logo, available for sale at R45 each. See the ‘Klink’ attendant, for your Requirements.
VISITORS: Visitors are welcome, but as we are licensed, please ensure that your
guests are ‘signed on’ in the visitors register. This gives them temporary membership
status, and entitles them to make purchases from the bar.

CLUB TIMETABLE
Every Friday night: ‘Klink’
September 5 . 12 . 19 . 26th. October 3 rd . 10th. 17th. 24th. 31st.
The AIR-CONDITIONED ‘Klink’ will be open from 17h30 until 21h00. Braai fires will
be provided, and you are invited to bring your own braai meat and/or salads to enjoy
at the Club..
Second Saturday of every month: ‘Bonnets Up’ / Club Open Day:
From around 12 noon until then ‘The Klink’ will be open, plus the availability of
either boerewors rolls, hamburgers or an alternative being made available for
purchase.
Don’t forget, tea/coffee, pancakes and/or other goodies are a regular option.
The Library and Spares Department will also be open.
Third Sunday of every Month; Regular Club Outing. Motorcycles are most
welcome at this run.
th

th

th

(Happens the weekend following after bonnets Up which becomes 4th weekend if 1st falls on
a Sunday
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PAST EVENTS
August
Saturday 9th August: VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day. AGM at 14h00
Sunday 17th August: The Jock Leyden Memorial Run

COMING VSCC AND OTHER CLUB EVENTS
RED BOLD - Depicts VSCC Club Events

ITALIC - Depicts other Events

September
Saturday 13th September: VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day. Motorcycles. Due
to the large attendance of motorcycles on this day, please do not park any cars in
the front yard.
12th to 14th September: Rendezvous Tour
Sunday 21st September: Regular Club Outing. 9.30am--- Breakfast run to the
Hopwood farm at Ashburton ( Hennie Kritzinger ) at a cost of R50 per person.
Sunday 28th September: Sunday lunch at the Clubhouse. 1PM at the VSCC
Clubhouse. R65 per person. View the menu on page 12.

October
Saturday 11th October: VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day. Italian Cars
Sunday 19th October: Regular Club Outing. To be announced

Bonnets up Events 2014
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

EUROPEAN CARS
AMERICAN CARS
SPORTS CARS
NO THEME
NO THEME
NO THEME
HOBBIES DAY AND BOOT SALE
AGM / NO THEME
MOTORCYCLES
ITALIAN CARS
FORD DAY
NO THEME

Please note that all cars/bikes are welcome regardless of the theme
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Members
We have two new members for introduction this month. We welcome Charmaine
Grayson and Carol Hyde.

Spares Department
Note to non-local enthusiasts. Please be advised, we work on a select-yourself
system and are unable to take orders or arrange delivery.
It is advisable to bring a sample, as not all parts are identified.
The spares department is currently under reconstruction, and it is temporarily closed
for business. Apologies for any inconvenience.

Hoist
The rules for the use of the hoist are as follows:
1. The members use the hoist entirely at their own risk.
2. Members using the hoist must remove all old oils, fluids and cleaning
materials from the site after they have finished and leave the site in a clean
and tidy condition.
3. Members wanting to use the hoist should contact Rodney Davidson at
033-3964471 to arrange a date and time.
4. The cost will be R20.00 per lift for VSCC members and R40 per lift for non
members

Hire of Club Hall

If members wish to hire the club hall please could the form on the adjacent page be
completed and handed in. Copies of the form are also available at the Klink.

Vehicles for hire
The following members are willing to hire out their cars for weddings and other such
occasions.
Mike Westray
072 244 4272
Robin Phipson
033-345 0061
Saxon Murray.
Tony Psaila (1937 Cadillac)

mikewestray@gmail.com
phipson@wandata.com
tonytractor@tpstorage.co.za

SAVVA collector’s vehicle insurance scheme
For Full comprehensive cover
Contact person - Glenn Broadhurst or Madelene Wiese at FNB Insurance Brokers
Phone Fax E-mail-

087 736 2222
011 699 0783
madelene.wiese@fnb.co.za
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THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN VETERAN & VINTAGE
ASSOCIATION

SAVVA Technical Tip 88 – Electronic Ignition

Often discussed are the pros and cons of fitting electronic ignition to early cars.
I’m sure there are pros and cons to fitting them however I cannot think of a con.
Modern cars have proved the point as I doubt if there is one make still fitting points
and condensers – they are all electronic.
There are numerous types of electronic ignition units available, most being either
optical or magnetic. I believe the optical is possibly the better way to go especially for
very high revving cars but for my purpose I settled for the simple magnetic type. I
have used them for many years on various cars and have never had a problem.
I’ve just fitted one to a Sunbeam Alpine (the type as fitted to MGBs) made by
Accuspark, England. Fitting is so simple even an accountant could fit one. Firstly,
you dispose of the points and condenser and the wire lead that goes from the
distributor to the coil. Next, you fit the electronic module where the points were
situated. It’s the same size as your points and uses the same fixing screw. Now you
lift off the rotor, drop on the magnetic ring and replace the rotor. Coming out of the
distributor from the module will be two new wires a red and a black. The red goes to
the positive side of the coil (+) and the black to the negative side (-) and there you
have it. No points to wear out and no condenser to give trouble. The units are
maintenance free and no adjustments are necessary.
Six volt units may be a problem to obtain. Perhaps they will have to be special
orders. Positive to earth are available for some distributors at an additional cost.
There are various suppliers of these electronic units. In Gauteng, Carl Reynolds will
do the whole job for you. He is at 082 442 1902 or ignition@optical.co.za. For the
D.I.Y. enthusiasts a D.I.Y. version is available from Old Timers Vintage & Classic in
Cape Town. They cost about R650.00 each, plus postage. They are available from
Steve 0826460824 or woodward@icon.co.za
For the brave, who would like to build their own unit we can offer a diagram for a 6
volt system. It retains the points and has a separate control box which fits onto the
fire wall. The condenser is discarded with, and the points will last forever as there is
only a minuscule amount of current going through them. The heavy current is
absorbed by the electronic gadgetry in a box attached to the fire wall. I fitted one of
these 6 volt systems to a Buick 8 many years ago and haven’t seen the inside of the
distributer since. Perhaps this can be the content of a future article.
SAVVA Technical Tip 89 - Electronic ignitions for 6 volt cars
In the last Technical Tip we discussed fitting electronic ignition modules to cars.
Also mentioned was the possibility of a 6 volt unit for the DIY enthusiasts. I have had
numerous enquiries as to the availability of these 6 volt circuits so the following is
where you’ll find them.
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Some 8 or 10 years ago I fitted a “build your own” unit to a 1935 Buick 8 cylinder
with great success. Over the years the car has started first swing of the engine, hot
or cold, and I haven’t looked inside the distributor once. This system still uses the
points to operate the I.C. but only a miniscule current goes via them so they should
last indefinitely. The condenser is no longer used so the points won’t get a positive or
negative build up on either side of them. Once built-up the unit will fit into a small box
approximately 8 x 6 x 4 cms that can be fitted to the firewall. Like all electronic
devices it is advisable to drill a few holes in the box for air flow. The number of
pistons or the type of distributor used is immaterial, they are however negative to
earth so should you wish to use positive to earth you’ll have to sort that out yourself.
The kit was purchased from Electronics 123 in Pretoria. Incidentally, it’s cheaper
to buy the kit than buying the components separately. It contains all the components
including the heat sink for a 12 volt ignition, then for a few ext ra Rand they will
supply 3 or 4 resistors to convert to 6 volts. The wiring diagram included outlines the
resistor changes that are necessary for the 6 volt conversion. Tools wise, one will
require a small low wattage soldering iron and a small pair of side cutters to cut the
legs off the components once they are soldered into position.
To order I suggest you go into their website - electronics 123, then to Electronic
Kits & Modules, then scroll down to Car Accessories and look for GB646. I have just
phoned them and the cost is R177 for the kit plus R35 for the resistors to convert to
6 volt. They have a mailing service so work on R35 for postage and packing. Stocks
are continuously in and out so it could take two weeks if they are awaiting stocks to
arrive. Their phone no is 012 332 2356.
Best of luck! Please let us know how you get on.

SERVICES
The VSCC is not responsible for the quality of the services provided by the above
service providers.
•
•
•

•

•
•

Silicon Brake Fluid available at Motorcycle Centre, 265 Berg St. 033-394
6941 and Race Spares Africa 084 396 0285 Roger Veitch
Waterflow Plumbing cc For general plumbing services, clearing blocked
drains etc. Contact Clinton Hart on 076 194 4185 or 033 - 396 6953
New Parts. Ford ignition coils1937-41, 1952 ford stop/tail light lenses,
Zephyr 1936- 39 rear light lenses, 1951-54 Ford V8 tail light lenses,
1959 Ford parking light lenses, Chrome tail light housing1951/52 Zephyr &
Consul.
Flywheels – A30, Morris Minor, Taunus, Prefect, Anglia, Zephyr.
Period wheel trims – Simca, Taunus and others. Rings, Fanbelts 1950’s
Chrysler.
Jansen’s Motor Spares (Klerksdorp) 018 462 9121.
Good weld – Specialised welding; TIG & MIG, Aluminium, Magnesium,
Titanium, Stainless, Cast Iron, Pewter, Etc. Turning, Spline cutting, General
engineering. Run by enthusiasts. 4 Roger de Klerk Place, Mkondeni. Phone,
033 346 1207
Bearings & Seals – 424 Greyling St. (Also ‘O’ rings, belts, roller chain etc,)
Contact Dennis on 033-345 7739 or 082 656 4864, who will do his best to
locate items needed, if not in stock.
Professional bead blasting with proper glass beads, professional chassis
clean, professional repairs and vacuum pulling/pumping of BMC hydrolastic
suspension units. Contact Robin on 033-3450061, or visit 23 West Street.
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FOR SALE
•

***Recently

•

**1961 Peugeot bakkie Licensed and running . This is a very rare vehicle in SA

renovated Ross style MG B wheels with tyres. R3 000.00 or NCO.
Contact Koos Vorster on 083 4537865.

as it was never available here. Also a big selection of old tools . Tins of bolts
and nuts many sizes including BSW and AF and carriage bolts. Many other
workshop sundries and plumbers tools .
Call Allen at 033 342 68 99 he is at 54 Walter Short Road .
•

**A gentleman has handed in this car badge to us to sell for him at our next flee
market (see picture). Before we dispose of it - is it of any interest to any
Natal club members? He said that Mike Milner-Smythe gave it to him jonks ago.
He wants R250.00 for it.
Eric Mc Q
eric@anatomical.co.za

•

*Kevard sports car.

•

*1964 Renault Caravelle Convertible – Rear Engine – 1100.

Body and chassis in very good condition. Needs BMW 325I
running gear. Price R40000 onco.Available in Howick KZN.
Citroen approximately 1950 front wheel drive. Needs restoring, good body, most
spares plus manual available (list of spares available on request). Available in
Howick KZN. Price R40000 onco.
Contact Basil Speed on 033 3307713 or 0764060408 or E-mail
magandbas@telkomsa.net
Original condition

except rims, Hard Top.
According to the current owner there are only 12 on the road in SA.
Selling at R115 000. For more info call us or come view the car.
We have more photos if you wish to view.
Contact Renato on Tel:031 7643414 or Email: marketing@car-go.co.za
•

*1981 BMW R100 motorcycle, in good running order.

Contact Bryan Parsons @

bap48@hotmail.co.za

Between 1890 and 1910 heroin was sold as a non-addictive substitute for
morphine. It was also used to treat children suffering with a strong cough.
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WANTED
•

***CENTRE STAND, preferably with all bits & pieces for mid-fifties BSA B31/B33
or A7/A10. Contact John 083 6370800

•

***Can anyone help with the following spares:
Wanted for 1965 Rover 2000 - 4 cylinder SC
Spare wheel
Jacking point rubber bungs
Letter V off the boot
Radio Speaker cover
Working speedo unit
Door lock plastic pull
Red carpets - for a manual box
Rubber washers for engine tie bar NOT poly
Screen washer bottle and motor
Plastic heater lever handle
Phone William on 083 232 0798

MENU
SUNDAY 28 TH SEPTEMBER 1PM
R65pp
Chicken Breyani
Roast Pork
Rolls
Roast Potato & Onion
Creamed Spinach
Dessert
Cremora Tart

Tea/coffee
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Bike Chatter
Bike News
Mid-Month ride to Ifafa Beach Caravan Park:
The 100’s Riders August mid-month ride was held on 17th August and hosted by
Alan Simpson. Instead of the normal breakfast ride, Alan organised a lunch at Ifafa
Beach Caravan Park and consequently we were able to have a bit of a lie-in on
Sunday morning. Everyone met at our usual venue, KFC Armitage Road, and four
groups of five riders per group set off just after 10am along the N3 and then
Umbumbulo Road to the first ciggie break at the N2 Ultra City where we met riders
from 100’s Dolphin Coast, then on to the Caravan Park at Ifafa Beach.
If you’ve never been to this neck of the woods then we suggest you make a plan,
despite the restaurant being in the throes of renovations, the ladies served an
excellent va lue-for-money lunch which was appreciated by all who attended. Our
sincere thanks to the management and staff of Ifafa Caravan Park for going the extra
mile and to Alan for arranging the venue.

Durban MotoGP at old Airport by Stephen Peate:
At 08H00 on Sunday 7 friends from the 100’s Riders took a ride to Durban to watch
Motorcycle racing at the old Durban Airport. This was the first time in over 10 years
that an official motorcycle race was held in KZN and even more notable the main
race was to be televised live on SABC TV3.
The Ride down was Sunny but Windy with a few riders battling with the wind. Getting
into the Race venue was well organized and we were quickly shown to our parking
place at the top of the old Runway where rows of bikes were already parked.
The 1 st races had already started when we got there and they were already running
behind time.
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We all had tickets for the pit walks (these tickets were sold out) and we were able
see the bikes up close and get to meet the riders. The re were unfortunately no
stands to sit on so we all had to stand in the wind and the sun all day, but this did not
prevent us from having an enjoyable day at the races. I was told that if the weekend
proved successful the seating will be a lot better next time.
We all got to see a few riders have a few accidents and some of the races had to be
restarted delaying the proceedings and organizers were very worried that they were
going to miss the 3 pm cutover to SABC for the main race. But all went well and we
all watched a nail biting finish to the main race.
Annual Bike Display and Blood Drive:
The annual Bike Display and Blood Drive will be held on 13th September at the
VSCC from 10am and everyone is invited to join us, display your bike and donate a
pint (blood that is). SANBS will be there from 11am and our goal is to achieve 20
units.

Next Mid-Month Ride to Byrne Valley:
The next planned mid-month ride is to Byrne Valley on 21st September with Andre
and Mandy Maree as our hosts. Andre has arranged a visit to a monkey sanctuary,
lunch will be provided at the venue @ R 50.00 per person and the proceeds donated
to the sanctuary. The ride is an estimated 180 kms return, meeting place is KFC
Armitage Road at 8am to leave at 8.30am. Your support will be greatly appreciated.
More info can be obtained from Andre Maree on 083 784 2251.
100’s Riders are committed to safer, slower riding and it is compulsory for all
participants to ride with a high -viz jacket or vest. It should also be noted that
we do not consume any alcohol on 100’s Group Rides.

Stephen Peate contributed a fantastic article on the Swazi Rally that the 100’s riders
undertook. Unfortunately space did not allow for it this month, so it will make an
appearance next month when motorcycles will be of the primary focus.
Ed.

Metcalf's Coca Wine was one of a huge variety of wines with cocaine on the
market. Everybody used to say that it would make you happy and it would also work
as a medicinal treatment.
Opium for Asthma:
At 40% alcohol plus 3 grams of opium per tablet. It didn't cure you... But you didn't
care!
Cocaine Tablets (1900).
All stage actors, singers, teachers and preachers had to have them for a maximum
performance. Great to 'smooth' the voice.
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JOCK LEYDEN MEMORIAL RUN
On the 17th August a crowd gathered at the VSCC clubhouse for the start of the VCC
hosted JockLeyden Run. The rally is usually open to vehicles dated up to 1945, but
due to the decrease in the numbers of these cars of late, the rally was opened up to
include later vehicles. The result was a fantastic response to the call for entries.
Eligibility for the Jock Leyden Trophy is however maintained for entrants dated 31
December 1945 and older.
The participating cars ranged from pre World War II vehicles to the modern classics.
There was also an NSU flat four motorcycle and sidecar taking part, piloted by Peter
and Pam Hall. The vehicles were released from the clubhouse at set intervals, and a
tea stop, sponsored by the VCC was made en route, after which the schedule took
the entrants to the VCC in Kloof for a braai.
I have included a number of pictures of the vehicles taking part in the run.( the
modern BMW in the foreground was a marshals vehicle, not a participant)
Gillian
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VSCC AGM
The VSCC AGM was held t bonnets up in August. This year we had a lot of
committee changes and the voting went with a vengeance. I barely had time to get
the details down and the next portfolio was in full force. I have updated the
committee list but the events portfolio is currently being finalised and will get
confirmed after my printing date. If you were put on the committee and I left you out
or I have made a mistake, I apologise. Please just drop me an email or the
correction at bonnets up and we will get the committee listing corrected.
This year the Barry Stead Trophy for enthusiast of the year went to Tony Fourie for
his dedicated work at the Klink. Let us all continue to support him and the Klink into
the future.
Once the voting was done everyone got stuck into a hearty finger lunch which was
provided. Thanks to Zibby and her team of ladies who slaved away all morning in
the kitchen to make sure that no one went hungry.
Thanks also to all those members who made the effort to attend the AGM. Your
participation assists the club in meeting your needs. A quorum not achieved is also
no fun at all.
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WORLD WAR 1 AND THE TRANSPORT INDUSTRY
War has always had a significant impact on the transport industry and how it
developed.
The outbreak of the world wars caused the car factories to be taken over for the
production of war materials and vehicles. In addition the fighting and bombing
resulted in many factories being severely damaged or outright destroyed. This was
often due to the enemy nations targeting the sources of the enemy’s war materials
production.
War however also had a positive effect on the development of the car industry. The
challenging conditions and the imperative nature of war contributed to the fast
development of the technology, effectively accelerating the evolution of the car at a
rate that cannot be matched in peacetime.
World War 1 was triggered when an already fragile political situation in Europe was
ignited when arch Duke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and his wife were assassinated
in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914. They were in a1910/11 Gräf und Stift at the time.
Before long, the entire Europe was at war, and since much of the rest of the other
continents were made up of colonies or were former colonies, so was the rest of the
world.
Horses had been the primary form of transport to date in 1914 during wars. Horses
persisted in being used extensively. The development of the car before World War I
allowed for the development of the armoured car and the tank. As the war
progressed these became more and more prominent. The scale and nature of the
war had revealed the limitations of using horses and as the horses themselves
became casualties, the benefits of mechanical transport became clear.
Before the war, aluminium was considered unsuitable for use in a car engine. It was
however lightweight and began to be used in the internal combustion engine. It is
now common place in the internal combustion engine.
While there were versions of commercial vehicles before the war, the need for large
heavy duty vehicles became apparent during WWI as there was a need for mass
delivery of goods and artillery as well as the soldiers. The trucks that were
developed paved the way for the trucks that have become the staple commercial
vehicles we use today.
Developments included improving armoured cars and the development of the tanks.
The armoured cars were not of the type in use today. They were adaptions of
existing domestic vehicles that were being manufactured prior to the outbreak of war.
These vehicles are now specialist transport that that bears little resemblance to the
cars that are domestically sold. The war was characterised by trench warfare.
Expansive areas were riddled with extensive networks of trenches which made
mobility over the areas extremely limited and in some cases impossible. This led to
the need for the tracked armoured vehicles which could handle barbed wire, uneven
ground and trenches. Experimentation in this area led to the creation of the tank.
Before this happened the first tracked armoured car was made by mounting an
armoured car body on a Killen-Strait tractor.
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Rolls Royce was especially influential during the war, providing armoured cars based
on the Silver Ghost. Armour was added to replace much of the coachwork and
machine guns were added to some of the cars. These were used very extensively
by T E Lawrence in the Arabian Desert in the Middle East. Renault likewise provided
cars to the French military. The French army was even transported to the front line
at a critical stage by utilising every Renault taxi cab in Paris. Renault also produced
a light tank of which about 3600 were used by the allies.
This development by Renault enabled the company to expand into commercial
vehicles post war such as tractors.
Ford are known for being common on the roads and being one of the most popular
makes in the early part of the 20th century. This was not only true in peacetime.
From almost the beginning of the war Ford’s production facilities were used almost
exclusively to produce vehicles for the war. They were initially sold to non American
nations and when the USA entered the war, they were a strong contributor to the
USA’s transport corps. They however proved to be dismal at producing a viable
tank, with the military contract being cancelled after only 15 vehicles had been
delivered. By the end of the war, 20% of all the cars on the UK roads were Model T
Fords.
Motorcycles also played a significant part in the war. They were mainly used by
dispatch riders who delivered messages. At a time when wireless communication
was far from reliable, they proved essential in getting messages to critical staff often
in areas impassable to cars.
The UK requested for volunteers with their machines at the beginning of the year
and they received an eager response. Other nations also utilised motor cycles for
dispatch purposes. They were also used for general transport. As can be imagined,
petrol was in short supply and subject to strict rationing. As motorcycles are
significantly lighter on fuel than cars, they were often used as an alternative, more
efficient form of transport. They could also get important staff to areas impassable
by cars. The prevalence of the motorcycle improved the popularity of the motorcycle
with the soldiers and the public. They were also exposed to makes from other
countries. It is we ll known that TE Lawrence’s exposure to the motorcycle during the
war fuelled his eager enthusiasm for motorcycles, and He acquired a fleet of Brough
Superiors after the war. The general exposure of the motorcycle led to a massive
boom in production by many of the makes that were used. Douglas, in the UK,
produced over 70 000 motorcycles for the military.
It can be clearly seen that cars and motorcycles did a lot to aid in the war effort. It
can also be concluded that the war did an immense amount to boost the demand for
motorcycles and cars after the war.
Gillian
Cocaine drops for toothache:
Very popular for children in 1885. Not only did they relieve the pain, they made the
children very happy!
Opium for newborns:
I'm sure this would make them sleep well. (Not only the Opium, but also the 46%
alcohol)
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MARQUES THROUGH THE AGES
Gräf und Stift
This is certainly not a marque that comes readily to mind , but it is renowned as the
car that Arch Duke Ferdinand was travelling in when he and his wife were
assassinated in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914. It was this event that triggered World
War 1
The business started out as a bicycle service workshop established by Franz,
Heinrich and Karl Gräf in Vienna in 1893. They expanded into bicycle manufacturing
and recognising the potential in the automobile industry, commissioned Josef Kainz
to design a car. A voiturette was produced around about 1900. Only one was
produced and it was still in working condition at the beginning of the 1970’s.
In 1901 Wilhelm Stift joined them, providing finance. He was already involved in
the manufacture of cars. They founded a joint company called Gräf und Stift. The
company manufactured cars for Vienna biggest car agent, Arnold Spitz. The cars
were marketed under the name Spitz. A range of vehicles were made and were
known for their high quality. The arrangement with Spitz ended in 1907 when Spitz
went bankrupt. The company continued to produce cars on the same basic design
but they were marketed under their own name. The cars were in nature large,
luxurious vehicles. They were popular with the Austrian aristocracy and royalty. The
vehicle the Archduke was in when he was assassinated was 1911 Double Phaeton.
During World War I, the company produced trucks for wartime needs as well as
buses and special vehicles. This allowed the company to survive the war, resuming
car production in 1920.
Smaller models were produced to enable sufficient production volumes to be
maintained. This allowed the company to maintain profitability. As the company’s
cars were aimed at the luxury market, they made agreements with Citroën and Ford
to manufacture cars under license for lower income households. This did not prove
to be a successful strategy so the company withdrew from the arrangement. They
then produced the C12 in 1938 on limited numbers. Car production was then
ceased.
The company moved onto the production of buses and trucks. During World War II
the company produces light caterpillar tracked trucks for the Wehrmacht. After the
war they returned to truck and bus manufacturing.
A very brief foray was made in 1949 to produce a car again but it was decided to
stop in 1950 as the cars were too far a departure from the cars it had produced
previously.
The company merged with Osterreichishe Automobil Fabriksc-AG and formed
OAF- Gräf & Stift AG in 1971. This was taken over by MAN in the same year. The
trucks and buses continued to carry the name Gräf und Stift. In 2001 MAN renamed
the company MAN Sonderfahrzeuge AG and the Gräf und Stift name was retired. It
was renamed MAN Nutzfahrzeuge Osterreich AG in 2004 and continues to this day.
This article war written with reference to Wilkipedia and
www.uniquecarsandparts.com.au.
Gillian
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TAILPIECE

Rose and Clyde Wyatt at the Scottburgh Car Show with Auntie in the
background.

____ ____

__

___

________

Drive Carefully! See You at the Club.
________________________________
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